INNOVATIVE

WORLDWIDE

Layers do not need
good climate
Climate and farm management for layer production

Why would you..?
A layer hen is less sensible to temperature variations than a day-old broiler but
the potential by providing the hens a uniform climate is significant. Temperature
differences effect the feed intake which influences the egg quality.
SKOV has developed climate systems for more than 40 years, primarily for broiler
production. We can ensure a uniform climate throughout the livestock house and
we create solutions for all types of productions and climates.

Spend LESS on feed
& get MORE eggs

Closed house
Controlled environment
max. average temp. 260C

Closed house
No cooling
max. average temp. 300C

Eggs per hen housed

310

305

Average egg weight gram

64

62

Slaughter weight Kg

1.8

1.7

Feed/kg egg mass

2.10

2.15

Mortality %

8

10

1st grade eggs % M/L/XL

95

90

2nd grade eggs %

5

10
– SKOV calculations based on FAOSTAT 2010

Half a million more eggs every year
Although an average increase in eggs per year from 305
to 310 may not sound like much, it becomes a significant
increase in an entire production.
If you have four livestock houses with 25,000 hens
in each, you will be able to increase your output
with no less than half a million eggs each year
without increasing neither number of hens nor
the house size.
At the same time, a controlled climate ensures that
the hens utilize the feed better and you will thus be
able to reduce your feed costs.
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WHY ventilate?

MORE eggs

LESS feed

Striving for
perfection is good
business
SKOV is the world’s leading supplier of climate and farm management solutions.
We operate more than 100.000 installations worldwide and provide an optimum climate for
billions of birds.
SKOV’s founder was a layer producer that was unsatisfied with the supply of ventilation
systems at that time, so he and his brother decided to develop their own system that could
provide the bird’s optimum conditions. Ever since, the focus has been on the welfare of the
animals and providing the best systems to costumers worldwide. Only healthy animals are
high-performing animals.

Best technical solution

Did you know?
JAPFA is headquartered in
Singapore and employs more
than 32,000 people.
JAPFA operates over 70
breeding farms, 30 hatcheries
and numerous broiler and
layer farms.
JAPFA has more than 700
BlueFans in operation.

Back in 2014, we changed to SKOV ventilation system.
We chose SKOV to be our partner as they provided the best climate
solutions for our livestock houses. Today, we have SKOV ventilation in
several houses; also our layer and layer pullet farms and we are very
satisfied with our solution.
SKOV’s project management team ensures a smooth process every
time and they make sure that the project is up and running as agreed.
This together with the fact that they have local service organisations
made us choose SKOV as our long-term partner.
Mr Syaprudin
Poultry Breeding – Environment Control Team, JAPFA
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High performance
Energy efficient
Intelligent design
Long durability

Longer houses with BlueFan
SKOV’s BlueFan enbles you to build extra-long livestock houses
for the production of eggs in cage systems. With regard to the
investment, long livestock houses would often be preferable.

With BlueFan you can increase your
house lenght by 50%*

C

BlueFan is able to ventilate very long livestock
houses due to its high capacity and pressure
stability. This ensures a uniform climate as well
as the well-being of the animals.

M

* Depending on house design and tunnel air velocity, etc.
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Layers do not need
good climate
Figures prove that a correct climate is crucial for the productivity of the layers
SKOV tailors every ventilation system so that it is adapted to
climate and production conditions.
Whether your production takes place in a cage system, non-cage
system or a free-range system, we tailor a high-quality solution.
SKOV offers four main ventilation systems: LPV (Low Pressure Ventilation),
Tunnel, Combi-Tunnel and Equal Pressure. The systems can be integrated with
the required components, management systems and benchmarking tools.
SKOV’s projecting department starts with your needs and the environment and based
on this they tailor the best solution. This provides you with a unique and complete
setup for professionel farming.

Did you know, that...
• You earn approx € 0.50 more per layer with the
correct climate!
• The mortality is lowered by 2% if the hens are
provided optimum climate
• On average, each hen lays 5 eggs more when the
house temperature is between 20-260C
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Ventilate to ensure
optimum conditions
SKOV’s Combi-Tunnel system
• Stable climate all year round
• Optimum control of air direction,
quantity and air velocity
• Reliable climate controller which
is easy to operate
• Low power consumption

SKOV systems are
dimensioned and projected
based on your conditions such
as geographic location, type
of production, dimensions of
buildings, etc.

Cage production
Providing a sufficient amount of air in a cage
house can be rather challenging. We have
developed the BlueFan; an energy-efficient
and powerful fan that enables sufficient
ventilation for even very large cage houses
with Tunnel and Combi-Tunnel ventilation.
The powerful fan is able to provide optimal
air flow throughout even very large houses.
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SKOV’s Equal Pressure system
• Good climate, pop-holes being
open or not
• Intelligent control
• Less floor eggs
• Uniform distribution of birds

Free-range production
With SKOV’s ventilation system for free-range production, the
hens are provided optimum conditions, regardless of whether
the livestock house is closed or not. A powerful air inlet ensures
a uniform climate throughout the house and minimises the risk
of floor eggs. The intelligent system controls the climate so that
ventilation is provided when ventilation is needed.

Non-cage production
In a non-cage house, the hens roam around
freely and they will always seek places with
optimum conditions.
The climate determines the distribution
of the birds and thereby the litter. If the
house climate is not managed correctly,
you get an uneven distribution and you will
be c hallenged by litter problems and floor
eggs, etc.
SKOV’s solution for non-cage production
ensures a uniform climate throughout the
house and the hens will utilize the whole
house.
CLIMATE AND FARM MANAGEMENT FOR LAYER PRODUCTION
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What is DOL 539?
10’’ display
Customized frontscreen
Easy navigation
Fast operation

Modern technologies

SKOV A/S
Hedelund 4 • DK-7870 Roslev
Only
by 5555
being in full control of your production,
T: (+45)
7217
you can achieve top performance.
controllers feature the most modern techSKOVSKOV’s
Asia Ltd.
nologies
available
and the user-friendly interface
PB Tower • TH-10110
Bangkok
provides
you
with
an
easy and fast operation.
T: (+66) 2 382 3031-2
SKOV Technical Services (Tianjin) Co., Ltd.
斯科弗技术服务（天津）有限公司
天津市武清开发区
T: 电话: (+86) 131-6178-4389
E: info@skov.com | www.skov.com

Production control

SKOV of course supply all critical
components such as egg counters,
water meters, feed and animal weighers
Delivering the best results demands the ability to monitor production
and take corrective actions if it takes an unanticipated course.
SKOV’s climate controller includes production modules tailored for
layers with functions that enable systematic monitoring and effective
control of production.
The controller collects climate and production data and you are
provided with a well-founded assessment of the productivity in your
livestock house.

Did you know?
…that SKOV’s founder was
a Danish egg producer.
He couldn’t find a
v entilation supplier that
could provide a satisfactory
solution for his layer farm
so he decided to develop
his own system.

SKOV offers e.g.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Egg counter
Water meter
Feed weigher
Silo weighing
Bird weigher
Light control
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Overview
yields profit
FarmOnline
SKOV’s management system
– FarmOnline – provides egg
producers with the following
advantages
• A
 complete overview of production at
house and farm level
•	Quick action in case of irregularities
•	Improved production results based on
historical data and references

The increasing complexity of layer production and the ever-growing farms
make consistent and automatic monitoring and control more necessary
than ever before. The distance between success and failure is short and
you need constantly to be on top of your game to reach the full potential.
SKOV’s FarmOnline management tool helps you keep an eye on your
farm and it provides you with clear insights.
Based on the data provided by FarmOnline, you will be able to compare
essential production data across the individual houses and concentrate
your efforts on the houses where improvements are required.
Business supervisors and consultants can also get the data they need to
analyse production and advise farm managers.

•	Efficient implementation of production
strategy in individual houses

With SKOV’s farm management system you can monitor and compare data at house, farm and enterprise level.
10
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Management fit for
enterprise farming
SKOV’s FarmOnline system gives you a complete overview of your farms and thus
enable further development of your business. You can compare production results
across farms and batches from the head office. This gives you a unique opportunity
to follow up on t he initiatives that have been instituted.
It also gives you a clear indication of which farms are performing best. You can
use this information to raise the standard on all your farms.
The setup from the top-performing farms can be copied to the other farms. You
can also export data and correlate it with data from other parts of your integration
such as feed mill and veterinarians.

Excellent tool for efficient
farm management
• Benchmark your farms
• Clear overview of KPIs
• E xport data and share with
feed mill, veterinarians,etc.
• Copy setup from top-performing farms

CLIMATE AND FARM MANAGEMENT FOR LAYER PRODUCTION
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The chicken
or the egg?
Which came first – the chicken or the egg? The age-old
question has been a topic of endless discussions but at SKOV
we’re not in doubt. The egg came first.
Before we turned into being a global supplier of ventilation
and farm management systems, we were egg producers.
SKOV’s founders, Kjeld og Kresten Skov were running the
largest egg production facility in Scandinavia at the old
manor house of Oestergaard Hovedgaard. They had the idea
to develop a ventilation system as they were building two
new livestock houses. So, in the middle of the 1960s, the
brothers Kristen and Kjeld Skov developed the first SKOV
ventilation system.
From local to global
The ventilation system was a great success and soon the
colleagues in the industry requested the two brothers’ s olution.
The rest is history and today SKOV is the international market
leader in ventilation and farm management systems for animal
production.

SKOV headquarters in Denmark.
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The SKOV
brothers were
Scandinavia’s
biggest egg
producers and
made their very
first ventilation system to
their own layer
farm at the old
manor house
of Oestergaard
Hovedgaard.

SKOV has its own development, production and test facilities.
Our services include projecting, delivery, project management, installation, commissioning, training and servicing.
Our head office, test center and primary training facilities are
situated in Denmark. We are represented globally by sales
offices, distributors and service partners in essential markets
for animal production.
We have supplied ventilation and farm management systems
to more than 100,000 livestock houses around the world.
SKOV contributes to an efficient and sustainable global food
production!

Industry leading test facilities
At the headquarters we have established one of the
most modern testing centers in the industry. The test
center is equipped with two new air-testing rigs and
comprises an aerospace laboratory, where we can
test the aerodynamic aspects in connection with the
ventilation.
The size of the laboratory also enables us to construct
cages in the room and test air flow and air velocity.
We can also simulate the heat production of an animal
via heating elements built into the floor.

Research & Development
Ten per cent of SKOV’s annual turnover is ploughed back
into the development of new products and systems. Which
idea to realise is decided based on input from markets and
customer wishes.
We have more than 80 skilled employees working in our
development departments in Denmark and Malaysia.
Choosing SKOV, you get an all-in solution in which all components have been developed and optimised in relation to
one another. All components are of the highest quality and
thoroughly tested, giving you a solution that will last for
many years and ensure optimum production conditions for
your livestock.

SKOV cooperate with experts
We hold substantial expertise r egarding animal climate
and production requirements and how to create an optimum livestock house environment.
We collaborate with people in a wide range of fields and
our solutions are developed in close cooperation with test
farmers and world-leading research centers and universities.
Our most important partner is also the world’s leading
experts – our customers, who keep challenging us to do

better. You provide us with market knowledge and give us
insight in your pains and gains and together we develop
your business.
We have focus on our customers’
demands and challenges. We
know, that all things can be
improved – so that is what
we do.

CLIMATE AND FARM MANAGEMENT FOR LAYER PRODUCTION
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From first draft
to final project

Having
SKOV as a partner providesyou
with a reliable, high-quality solution, and
we will be there from the moment of
conception to final project. You will have
a partner who knows about climate and
farm management. At SKOV we translate this knowledge into solutions that

will increase

your livestock p
 roduction
and profit. 
Customized solutions
SKOV’s projecting department translates
your ideas and requirements into highperformance installations.
Our systems are dimensioned and projected based on your conditions such as
geographic location, type of production,
dimensions of buildings, etc.
Project management
We have a complete picture of your
project and provide you a solution based
on the thinking behind the system.

SKOV Academy
SKOV Academy is a modern training center where you receive basic
knowledge about ventilation and farm management, and how you
create the best conditions for the animals.
Our committed and competent teachers have a great deal of expertise
in both our climate and farm management solutions, and we have some
of the most skilled poultry and pig specialists in the industry.
We offer courses all year round, all over the world. You can take part
in courses at SKOV in Denmark, but also with many of our dealers and
service partners, just as we can offer a course on your farm.
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Our project delivery team outlines a plan
and ensures that all parts are on-site at
the expected time.
We take care of installing and commissioning the system and instruct the staff
on the farm in how to best use it.
In addition, you will be dealing with only
one supplier, making it easier to keep
track, avoid confusion and save lots of
time. Time that you can spend on running your business.

Many countries –
one high standard
One thing is to develop and install
world-class production and ventilation
systems, another thing is to make them
run at world-class performance year
after year. All high-performance systems
working day and night all year round
need regular maintenance to retain the
highest productivity, long lifetime and
lowest energy consumption. Therefore
SKOV’s customers are offered professional local service, new high-efficiency
products with low energy consumption,
product upgrade kits and continuous
software upgrades.
Keeping your solution in top condition
At SKOV, we strive to create standards for
our service work. Our customers should

receive the same quality service, whether
provided in Russia or India.
Our certified partners have completed
a structured training course with SKOV,
enabling them to check and optimise
the system, and they will also be able to
supply original SKOV spare parts.

Competent support 24/7
Our service department are supporting
customers worldwide on a daily basis.
SKOV’s service department establishes
clear communication channels and has
engineers on duty 24/7 supporting
customers, either directly or through
local service partners.
The service department offers a wide
range of services including help desk
service, remote problem solving and onsite emergency support.

Did you know
that SKOV?
... has the most modern test
facilities in the industry
... provides service 24/7/365
... is a full line company

CLIMATE AND FARM MANAGEMENT FOR LAYER PRODUCTION
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SKOV A/S
Hedelund 4 • DK-7870 Roslev
T: (+45) 7217 5555
SKOV Asia Ltd.
PB Tower • TH-10110 Bangkok
T: (+66) 2 382 3031-2
SKOV Technical Services (Tianjin) Co., Ltd.
斯科弗技术服务（天津）有限公司
天津市武清开发区
T: 电话: (+86) 131-6178-4389
E: info@skov.com | www.skov.com

